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THE EQUIVALENCE OF HARNACK'S PRINCIPLE AND HARNACK'S INEQUALITY IN THE AXIOMATIC SYSTEM OF BRELOT by PETER A. LOEB Q AND BERTRAM WALSH (

)
During the last ten years, Marcel Brelot [2] and others have investigated elliptic differential equations in an abstract setting, a setting in which the Harnack principle is assumed to be valid. When necessary, the Harnack principle has been replaced by another axiom which establishes a form of the Harnack inequality. In 1964, Gabriel Mokobodzki showed that the two axioms are equivalent when the underlying space has a countable base for its topology (see [ 
p^<M.pî
n the usual ordering of measures on Oco. Hence all the measures iPxjx^ are absolutely continuous with respect to one another and the Radon-Nikodym density of any one with respect to any other is essentially bounded (((essentially)) beinff unambiguous because all the measures have the same null sets). Following an idea of Mokobodzki's, we now consider for each x.-co the Radon-Nikodym density of p, with respect to p which we denote by ^; each g, is essentially bounded and d^ = g,-d^.
Let A= ^: A^|. Axiom III, states that the functions in A are uniformly bounded on Oco, and of course they are continuous there. Thus, if S is any countably infinite subset of A, there is a function /•<. L^pJ which is an accumulation point of S with respect to the weak* topology of L-fp ) (i.e. the topology determined by L^pJ; see [4] , p. 424';. since L (pj c L (pj, f is also an accumulation point of S with respect to the weak topology of L^pJ (i.e. the topology determined by L°°(pJ.) Thus by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem ([4] , p. 430), any sequence in A has a subsequence which converges weakly to an element of L^paJ. Since each g.eL^pJ^L^pJ*, it follows that any sequence \h^\ in 0 has a subsequence (which we may also denote by {h^) for which W =f^hn{y)8^y) d^{ y)
converges for each xe co; the pointwise limit function h on co belongs to ^ since it is the extension in ^ of the weak limit (in L^paJ) of the sequence ^|0coj. By a result of R. ystem of x. Thus h is the limit of the increasing sequence of lower-semicontinuous functions inf /^, and that limit is attaik>n ned uniformly on the compact set K. It follows that hn -> h uniformly on K, and thus ^[K is relatively sequentially compact, hence relatively compact, in the uniform norm topology of C(K). So ^[K is equicontinuous (Arzela; see [4] , p. 266), whence ^ is equicontinuous at the interior points of K, and in particular at XQ.
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